Education Interns Expectations:

- Experience some of the professional demands of teaching; how hard teachers work, how many roles they fill, and the ways in which teaching engages your talents
- Be involved in activities that will be most productive for you, your mentor teacher, and the students
- Teach several mini lessons with the class
- Follow the teacher dress code of casual professional, and ID badge
- Be responsible, act respectfully. Keep phones off and away
- Be on time, report any tardiness or absence to mentor teacher and your school

How you might assist

- Tutoring/ monitoring individuals
- Creating examples or answer keys
- Running errands
- Organizing
- Researching topics
- Designing worksheets
- Creating bulletin boards
- Monitoring or directing groups
- Evaluating student work
- Arranging shelves
- Short teaching moments
- Recess assistance

To Register, submit a GTI Application (signed by parent).
Visit the GTI website or contact your school counselor for an application.
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